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Abstract
GENERALIZED DEGREE
IN NORMED SPACES
FRANCISCO ROMERO RUIZ DEL PORTAL
We present a generalized degree theory for continuous maps f
(D,9D) - (E, E\{0}), where E is a normed vectorial space, D is
an open subset of Rk xEsuch that p, (D) is bounded in Rk and f is
a compact perturbation of the second projection p2 : Rk x E- E.
Introduction
In 1934 J . Leray and S . Schauder extended the definition of the topo-
logical degree or Brouwer to compact perturbations of the identity in
Banach spaces . They used finita-dimensional approximations of this
compact functions ([D] and [LL]) . If one consider the generalizad de-
gree theory presented in [G.M.V.] it is possible to extend it to the
corresponding classes of maps in infinita-dimensional normad spaces .
Then the starting point is the degree theory given by Geba, Massabó
and Vignoli in [G.M.V.] or the equivalent version, using framed cobor-
dism, presented in [R] and [R1] . We are going to extract briefly here, to
do this paper as selfcontained as we can, the definitions and main results
that we will need .
A k-normally framed submanifold of Rn+k is a pair (Mk , F) where
Mk is a compact submanifold of Rn+k and F= {ul, . . . . un } is a normal
frame for Mk . Two k-normally framed manifolds of Rn+k , (Mo, Fo) and
(Ml , F1 ), are said to be homologoas, if there exist a compact submanifold
Mk+ 1 of Rn+k X [0, 1] and a normal frame G = {V I , v2, . . . , vj f'or Mk+1
in Rn+k X [0, 1] such that :
1) aMk+i = Mo x {0} U Ml x {1}.
2) Mk+1 n (Rn+k X {t}) = Mo x {t} for every t E [0, 1/3) and Mk+1 n
(Rn+k X {t}) = Ml x {t} for every t E (2/3, 1] .
3) G1Mo x{o} = Fo and G1 M,x{1} = Fi .
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The homology relation is an equivalente relation and let us denote
ge(Rn+k) as thé set of the equivalente classes of k-normally framed sub-
manifolds of R,+k .
L . Pontryagin showed ([P]) that there is a bijection IIn : II,,+k(S-) --~
,19c/Rn+k) defined by IIn([.f]) _ [((9°Wn+k)-1 (p), F9-w+k)] whereWn+k
Rn
l
+k _, Sn.+k\{ q'} is the inverso of the projection from the North Pole
q' of Sn+k, g : Sn+k _ Sn is a C°° map homotopic to f, such that
p is a regular value of g, q' « g-1 (p) and F9 -I+k = {u1, u2, . . . , un }
is the normal frame for (g o (pn+k)-1(p) in Rn+k such that D(p-+k o
g o cen+k)(x)(ui(x» = ej for every x E (g o Wn+k) -1 (p) and every j E
{l, 2, . . . . n} where {e1, e2, . . . , en} is the canonical basis of Rn .
In [R] and [R1] we follow an approximation process, similar to the
differential version of the classical degree theory of Brouwer, and there-
fore given a continuous map f : 2 C Rn+k - Rn, defined in the closure
of an bounded open subset 2 of Rn, such that 0 E Rn\f(09) we write
the generalized degree of f, d(f, 9) = d(g, 9) ^ (IIk ) -1 [(g-1(0),F9)] E
IIn+k(Sn ), where g Rn is a C°° map such that 11 .f(x) - g(x)jj <
dist(0, f(c9Q)) for every x E 0 and 0 is a regular value of g. One can
prove that this definition and the definition of K. Geba, I . Massabó and
A. Vignoli coincide .
This way of obtaining the generalized degree present some advantages,
for example we can point up that additivity and diffeomorphism invari-
ance properties can be studied with more precision . Besides let us em-
phasize that considering the group structure in dk(Rn+k) we proved that
additivity holds if n >_ k + 2 and this is the best dimensional conditions
for above property to hold . We also constructed examples, for arbitrary
high dimensional cases, where additivity fails .
Now the extension of the generalized degree to proper maps is com-
pletely natural .
As we have mentioned additivity does not hold in general in finito-di-
mensional spaces . However when one consider normed spaces of infinito
dimension the generalized degree will satisfy additivity property without
any restriction and the properties are analogous to the corresponding of
the theory of Leray-Schauder (Corollary 9 and Proposition 10) .
By making little changos to the constructions used to extend the degree
of Leray-Schauder to bigger classes of maps, for example -y-condensing
perturbations, degree theory in locally convex spaces, etc ., one also can
extend this generalized degree to the corresponding classes of maps ([R]) .
Applications of this theory can be found in [R] and [R2] .
An equivariant generalized degree in Banach spaces from a different
point of view has been given in [I .M.V.] .
1 . Generalized degree for compact perturbations
of the projection p : Rk x E - E
We start giving the basic notation and definitions
Definition 1 .
Let (E, 11 - JJ E) and (F, ~~
	
11 1.-) be two real normed spaces and 9 be a
subset of E. A map f : 9 -> F is said to be compact if f is continuous
and F(S2) is a compact subset of F. We will write that f is finite-
dimensional if f(S2) C F, C F, where F, is a linear subspace of F such
that dim F, = n, for some n E Nl .
Denote 1C(Q, F) = {f : 9 , F : f is compact} and .F(Q, F)
S2 ,F : f is compact and finite-dimensional} .
The following lemmas are casy to prove
Lemma 2.
Let (E, 11 - 11 E) and (F, 11- 11 F) be two normed spaces and S2 be a subset of
E. Then for every f E 1C(S2, F) and every e > 0 there exists fE E P(S2, F)
such that 11f(x) - fE (x) 11 < ¿: for all x E 9 .
Lemma 3.
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Let (E, 11-1) E) be a normed space and2 be a closed subset ofIRk xE(k E
NI U {0}) such that pl(S2) is bounded IIBk and let f E 1C(Q, E) . Then the
map g : 9 - E is proper.
(a, x) H x - .f(a, x)
Remark. Let us observe that if pr (52) is unbounded it is easy to fiad
examples where g fails to be proper .
Let k E NI U {0} . It is well known that the suspension homomorphisrn
E : IIn+k(Sn) - nn.+k+r (Sn+1 ) is an isomorphism provided n >_ k + 2.
One can consider the directed set N, with the usual order <_, and the
sequence of groups {IIk+n(Sn)}nEN. For i <_ j there is a homomorphisrn
Ei,j : IIk+ti(S i ) ~ IIk+j(Sj ) defined by Eij = Ej-l o Ej-2 0 . . . 0 Ei . It
follows that Ei, i = Id, and for every i < j < 1 one ¡ras Ei, r = E;,r o Ej,j .
Then, {IIk+n(S r ), E¡,., i, j E N, <},EN is direct system of groups .
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Denote by (IIk, ai), al : IIk+i (Si ) ' IIk, the direct limit of the above
system . Therefore the diagram
IIk+i(S 2 ) > IIk+j(Sj)
On the other hand, for cach (a, x) E ODE ,
aj
is comrnutative for every i < j .
Let us observe that IIk and II,L+k(S")are isornorphic if n > k + 2.
The gerreralized degree that we are going to give will take values in
IIk-
Let k E t\! U {0}, D be an open subset of Rk x E such that 0 E D
and pr (D) is bounded in Rk . Let g : D , E be a inap of the forro
g (a, x) = x - f(o, x), where E is compact and 0 E E\g(W).
It follows that
A) r = dist(0,gfD)) > 0 .
Indeed, since g is proper (Lemma 3), is a closed map. Hence g(aD) is
closed subset of E. Then there exists E > 0 such that BE (0) ng(áD) _
andr>e>0. (B,(0)={xEE :dist(0,x)=11x11<E} .
B) If r > 0 and 0 < E <_ r, Lemma 2 itnplies that there exists a
compact arrd finite-dimensional TE such tiiat IITE(z) - f(z)II < E for
every z E D. Let us define gE : D , E by g(n, x) = x - TE (a, .x) and
TE (D) C L{xr, x2, . . . . x ,} = VE (n-dimensional subspace of E) . Denote
DE = D n (Rk x VE ) (DE =~ 0, because 0 E D) . Tiren DE C D n (Rk x VE )
and gE(DE) C VE . Since IfB k x VE is closed Rk x E, the closure of DE in
Rk x E and in Rk x VE coincide .
li .gc (a, x)11 = 11 x - TE (a, x) + .f (a, x) - .f (a, x)11
Ilx- .f(a,x)11- Ilf(u,x) -TE«x,x)II > 7' - E > o.
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Then the generalized degree d(g,1D E ,DE) E 1I,+k(Sr') is well defined
because g, ¡,0. is a proper map ([G.M.V.] and [R]) .
In order to continue we need the following lemma
Lemma 4.
Let U be an open subset of Rk x Hn - Rk+n, 0 E U . Let f : U ->
Ion-1 C IFBn be a continuous map and g : U _ Rn be the map defned by
g(a, x) = x - f(a, x,) . Suppose that g is proper and that 0 E Rn\g(aU) .
Then, d(g, U) = En-1(d(9jun(pgkxó&n-1), U n (Rk x R--1)))
Proof.
Using the homotopy invariance property there is no loss of generalfty
in assuming that f is a C°° rnap and 0 E (r .v.)(glu) (the set of regular
values of glu) .
It is clear that g-'(0) = (giun(UBl .Rn-~l)-r(0) .
Let (a, x) E g- ' (O) . Orle can casily clx-;ck that
kerDg(a,x) = kerD(giun(RkxRn-ll)((x,x) C Rk x R"-1 .
Then, if we denote by N(ce, x,) and N», x) the normal spaces to g -1 (0)
at (a, x) in R,+k and R'L+k-1 respectively, wc have that
N(n, x) = N'(a, x) ® [(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)] .
Let F(-q1Ul[Rk x,, -1 ) = {u,l , . . . , u,-1 } be the normal frarrie f'or 9-1(0)
induced by glun(RkXRn-1) .
Therefore D(glun(uak XRn- 1))(a, x)(uj(o, x)) =ej for caclr j E {1, ..,n-1} .
Since Dg(a, x)(en+k) _ ( ~,` n' , . ._
-
axn 1 , 1) and D.g(n, x)(u~ (a, x)) =
ej, it follows that the frame for ,g -1 (0) induced by g is F, ={zel , . ., zwz_1, u, }
where u, (a, x) = lu1((x, x) + . . + a~an 1 u -I (a, x) + e,+k .
Let G1 : g-'(0) - GL+ (R") be tile C' rnap defined by
G1 (a, x) =
Then, the mal) G : g -1 (0) x I -> GL+(R-) defiried by
G((a; x), t) = 0 0 . . . 1 0
t(9 .fr taf2 ta,f"-r 1
0xra (9xra (9X74
l 1 . . . 0 0 1
0 --- 1 0
Wr af,,-1
Yx,
. . .
ax,,
1
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is C°°, Go =Id and G((a, x), 1) = G1 (a, x) . Therefore (g -1(0) x I, F)
where F((a, x), t) = G((a, x), t)(ul, . . . , un_1, en+k) achieves a homology
between (g-1 (0), F.) and (g-1 (0), {Ul, . . . , Un-1, en+k}) . Then
[(9-1(0),Fs)] = [(9-1(6),'F(9JUn(E&kXan-i»)] =
= E([(9IUn(uak .R-1))-1(0), F(9IUn(E2kx, .->>))f)-
(see [P]) .
We are now in a situation of define the generalized degree when D
is an open subset of Rk x E, 0 E D, pl(D) is bounded and the map
g : (D, ,9D) - (E, E\{0}) is defined by g(ce, x) = x - f(a, x), where
f : D - E is a compact map.
Definition 5 .
Let E < r = dist(0,g(áD)) and TE be a compact finite-dimensional
approximation of ,f such that ~j f(a, x) - T, (a, x» < E f'or every (0,x) E
D . We define d(g, D) = on(d(g,, DE)) E IIk, where; g, (a, x) --- .x -
T, (a, x), DE = D fn (IRk x VE) and n = dirri V, (TE (D) C V,) .
Lemma 6 .
The generalized degree, defined in Definition 4 does not depend on E, VE
and TE .
pro 0f..
Le, t 0 < e < r and 0 < rl < r. Lct us consider V, = L{VE , V,,} .
Assunie; that dimV, = s, dim V, = n and dimV,, = m. L(-,'t D,, = Dn V,
then TE (D) C V, C V, and T,7(D) C V,1 C V, . Lemma 4 implies that
d(9E, D,j = E,,,(d( .9s, DE)) and d(g., D,,) _ Ern,s(d(977) D,J)
On the other hand, the map H : D,, x I -> V defined by $(z, t) _
tg.(z)+(1=t),g,,(z), satisfies that H((áD,,) x7) C V,,\{0}, then d(gE, D,,)=
d(g,,, D,,) . Consequently
an (d(9E, DE)) = (as oEn , s ) (d(9, DE)) =u, (d(9E, D,)) =as (d(9r, .D,,)) _
- (as O E.,.) (d.(9,, D ,n)) = ane(d(gn, D,)) .
Definition 7 (General case) .
Let k E fÑ U {0}, E be a normed space, D be an open subset of Rk x E
such that pl (D) is bounded in Rk. Let g : (D, OD) - (E, E\{0}) be a
map of the form g (a, x) = x - f(a, x) = (p2 -f)(0¿, x), where f : D --> E
is a compact map and p2 (a, x) = x . We define
d(9, D) = d(.g ° T(ao,xo) 5 G(ao,ro)) E IIk)
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where (ao, xo) is an arbitrary element of D, G("o,xo) = D - (ao , xo),
T("o,x0) : G(.o,xo) - D is the map defined by 7"("0,x0) (a, x) = (a, x) +
(ao, xo) and d(g o T("o,xo) , G(ao,xo)) E llk is an in Definition 5 ((0, 0) E
G("o,xo) and (g o T("o,xo)) (a, x) = x - (f(a + ao, x + xo) - xo) satisfies
0 « (g 1 T(«o,xo))(,9G(ao,xo)) = g(aD)) .
Remark. Obviously one has to justify that Definition 7 does not
depend on the choice of (cío, xo) .
Let (no, xo) and (al, x1) be two arbitrar. elements of D.
Assume that E < r=dist(0,g(&D))=dist(0, (g1T(.o,xo))(aG( .o,xo)))=
dist(0, ( .g o T(.,,x1))(aG( .,,xt))) .
There exists a map TE E .r(D, E) such that DITE (a, x) - f (a, x) jj < E
for every (a, x) E D . Let V be a finite-dimensional subspace of E such
that TE (D) C V VE = L{V U {xo,xr}} and n = dirn VE .
We consider the compact and finite-dimensional maps To : G(.o,xo) ->
VE, T1 : - VE, defined by T° (ca, x) = TE (n + ao,x + xo) - xo
and T.' (a, .x) = TE (a + al, x + x1) - xl respectively. Since 11 To (ca, x) -
(f(a+cao,x+xo) - x1)11 < E for every (a, x) E G("o,xo) and ~IT'(a,x) -
(f(ce + cel, x + x1) - x1) ~~ < E f'or every (a, x) E it follows that
d(g , T(.o,xo) , G (.0,xo)) - ce,, (d(go,, D°)) and d(g - T(.,,xt) , G(al,xi)) =
an(d(g1, DÉ)), where go = p2 -T°, gE1 = p2 -7"17 EEDo = G n (Rk x(ao,xo)
VE ) and DÉ = G(,,,,,) n (Rk x VE) .
We have to check that d(g°, D°) = d(gl, DÉ) .
It is clear that (P_ T(-" ,_,-xl) 17"(..,x0) = T(,+.0,-x,+x0) is a home-
omorphism from D° onto DÉ such that gÉ o cP = g° . Now, using that
Wn+k 1 <P 1 (Pn+k : lPn+k(Dé) can be extended to a homeomorphism
h : Sn+k _ Sn+k o f degree 1, from I.1.11 of [R] (or [R1]) we have
that d(g°, D°) = d(gÉ 1 W, D°) = d(gÉ, DÉ ) .
Lemma 8 .
Let D be an open subset of Rk x E such that p, (D) is bounded in Rk .
Let g : D , E be a map of thé form g(a, x) = x - T(n, x) where T is
a compact map, 0 E E\g(¿9D) and r = dist(0,g(áD)) . Let S : D , E
be another compact map such that 11S(a, x) - T(n, x) 11 < r/2 for every
(ca, x) E D. Let us consider h : D -> E defined by h(a, x) = x - S(a, x) .
It follows that 0 E E\h(¿9D) and d(h, D) = d(g, D) .
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Proof:
If (no, xo) E D, for every (a, x) E G(«o,=o) = D'- (ao, xo) one has that
11S(a + ao, x + xo) - xo - (T(ca + ao,x + xo) - xo) 11 < r/2. Then there
is no loss of generality in assuming that 0 E D.
1) Let x E OD then Ilh(a, x) jj = Il h(a, x) - g(a, x) + g(0, x) II
II9(a, x) jj - Il h(a, x) - g(a, x) ¡Ir - r/2 > 0.
2) Let E = r/4, TE : D --> E and SE : D - E be the correspond-
ing cornpact and finite-dimensional maps such that JIT(a,x) -
TE (a, x) jj < r/4 and JIS(ca, x) - SE (ca, x) jjr < 4 for every (a, x) E
D, TE (D) C VT and SE (D) C VS. Let V = L{VT U VS }
arrd dirrr V = n. It is clear that d(h, D) = a,(d(h,, D)) and
d(g,D) = Un (d(gE,Dv)) where h, (a, x) =x- Se (a, x), g, (a, x) -
.x - T, (a, x) arrd Dv = D n (Rk x V) .
Now we define the rnap F : Dv x I -+ V by F((a, x), t) = th, (a, x) +
(1-t)g, (a, x) . It is straightforward that JI F((a, x), t) jj > 0 for all (n, x) E
r9DvcDDandtEI.
Thereforc d(gE,Dv) =d(h,, Dv) and consequently d(g, D) =d(h, D) .
Corollary 9 (Homotopy invariance property) .
Let, D be a,n open subset of Rk x E, such thatt pr(D) is bounded in Rk .
Let, H : D x I --+ E be a compact map and F : D x I --> E be defcned
by F((a, x), t,) = .x, - H((a, x), t) . Assume that 0 E E\F(áD x I), hence
d(Ft , D) t, E [0, 1] is constantt .
Pr.oof-
Since H is cornpact Lerrrrna 3 implies that F : D x I -> E is a proper
map. Then F(óD x I) and dist(0, F(raDxI)) > 0 . Consider the cornpact
set K = H(D x I) C E. Since IdK : K - E is a compact map there
is a compact and finite-dimensional map T : K , E such that ~jT(x) -
IdK(.r,)11 < r/2 for every x E K.
Let rrs define; G : D x I ~ E by G((a, x), t,) = .x; - (T o H) ((a, .x,), t,)
and lct V be a subspac:e of E súch that T(K) C V and dim V = n .
For cach ?) E D 11 Ht(y) - (T o Ht)(y)11 < r/2, then d(Ft, D) =
d(Gt ,D) . On the other hand d(Gt ,D) = an(d(Gt nnhkxv),D n (18k x
V))) has constant value for t, E [0, 1] . Theref'ore d(Fl,, D) is constant
t E [0, 1] .
Proposition 10.
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The generalized degree given in Definition 7 has also the following
properties:
1) Solution . If d(g, D) :~ 0, then there exist,s (ao, xo) E D such that
g(ceo,xo) = 0.
2) Excision . Let U C D be an open such thatt ,g(D\U) C E\{0} .
Then one has that d(gio, U) = d(g, D) .
3) Additivity . Let Ur and U2 be open subsetts contained in D such
that Ur n U2 = 0 and g(D\(U1 U U2)) C E\{0} . It, follou)s that
d(g, D) = d(g1ú, U1) + d(g1 úz , U2) .
The proof is emy and we will ornit it .
Remark. It is interesting to point out that additivity property of
above proposition implies that one can construct a generalized degree, d',
in linear finite-dimensional spaces (as a particular case of normed spaces)
such that d' always satisfies additivity property. However in many caes
wc would lose; an important information because if d(f, U) E Il,t+k(Sn)
is not trivial and E(d(f, U)) = 0, one would have that d'(f, U) = 0 .
Then using the solution property of the generalized degree, d, presentad
in [G .M.V.] one deduce that there exists solutions of the equation
f(a, x) = 0 . This is not possible with d.
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